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A RT I C L E S , STAT I ST I CS A N D
MORE WORTH TO RE-READ
#FUTUREMOBILITY
Bosch launches semiconductor production in Germany

Germany’s EDAG patents
wireless EV charging technology

GM & Posco announce cathode material joint venture

After several years of development,
Bosch in Reutlingen has now started large-scale production of power semiconductors made of silicon
carbide (SiC). In parallel, however,
the further development of the
semiconductors and the expansion
of production capacities are already
underway.

As part of the German LaneCharge
project, their engineering partner
EDAG developed a new process for
inductive charging of electric cars
and applied for the patent. A key
point: unlike previous approaches,
EDAG set the charging intelligence
in the vehicle and no longer in the
road.

General Motors and Posco Chemical have announced a joint factory
in North America to process active
cathode material for GM’s Ultium
electric vehicle platform. Details are
expected to follow shortly – when
the joint venture is officially formed.
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Vitesco brings out
e-motors for two
wheelers
The German automotive supplier Vitesco Technologies has just presented system solutions for 48-volt electric drives for
two-wheelers for the first time at the Milan
motorbike trade fair EICMA 2021. A demonstration model of a hybrid motorbike will
also be on display

Niu unveils electric
scooters, bikes and
motorbike at EICMA
Niu has presented a number of new models at
the EICMA in Milan, including an electric scooter
called MQi GT Evo that goes over 100 km/h and
an urban electric motorcycle called RQi. For the
first time, the Chinese manufacturer is also presenting micro-mobility products such as electric
scooters and e-bikes at EICMA.
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#Tesla
When Tesla presented the
Cybertruck about two years
ago, the manufacturer also
showed an electric quad. This
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